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Answer Question 1 and one other question from Section 2

SECTION I

Either
(a) Using aspects of the political culture of any one Caribbean territory, critically examine the impact of the mass media on the political system. You are required to include data from public opinion surveys/polls.

Or
(b) To what extent and why is there a gap between Caribbean political culture and Caribbean political behaviour? Use illustrations from any one Caribbean territory. You are required to include data from public opinion surveys/polls.
2. Either
   (a) Using illustrations from either the Federal government or state governments, critically discuss the strengths and weaknesses of 'divided government' in the American political system.
   Or
   (b) The concept of 'divided government' is an impediment to good governance. Using illustrations from the American Political System, discuss the strength of this claim.

3. Either
   (a) Using examples from the United States and any one Westminster parliamentary democracy in Britain or the English-speaking Caribbean, identify the strengths and weaknesses of the Presidential and Parliamentary systems of government.
   Or
   (b) To what extent are legislatures in Parliamentary and Presidential systems mere instruments of party leaders. Illustrate with examples from either a Caribbean territory or Britain and the United States.

4. "Structural adjustment models of development have weakened both the independence and legitimacy of Caribbean states". Critically discuss using examples from any one Caribbean territory.

5. To what extent have Parliamentary and/or constitutional reforms strengthened the rights of the citizens vis a vis the units of power in any one territory in the Anglophone Caribbean.

3. Examine the view that insularity and parochialism will limit the effectiveness of a Single Market and Economy in the English-speaking Caribbean.

7. Using illustrations from any one of China, India or South Africa, identify the factors which demonstrate that they are transitional societies.